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Introduction 
 
Overview 
This thesis targets count Dracula, in some of the many western cinematographic 
adaptations that have been based on Bram Stoker’s novel. The main objective is to show 
how this character can vary across those films. Thereof, two theoretical axes will construct 
an epistemological device, to evince Dracula’s variations; these correspond to Jungian 
theory and Mieke Bal’s narratology.  
 
Among Jung’s concepts, the one that has been labelled archetype performs a central role 
in this discussion. Even though the concept has been thoroughly criticized, it can function 
as a tool to analyse narrative productions. The archetype narratively speaking, offers 
guidelines to understand characters. It provides a spectrum of character-types that can 
be found in numerous narratives across multiple cultures. Thus, the Jungian archetype is 
eligible to address the different portrayals of Dracula. In this sense, the dubious utility of 
the archetype at psychological-individual level is somehow irrelevant, since its narrative 
manifestation is relevant for the affairs of the subsequent chapters. 
 
Alongside Jungian theory, Mieke Bal notion of character and actor are central to the 
development of my argument. These pair of concepts can frame Dracula, evincing the 
character’s differences among the case studies that I have chosen. Moreover, by using 
Bal’s concepts, it becomes possible to translate the Jungian archetype to narratological 
terms. This conceptual translation sharpens the archetype in such manner, that it can 
frame Dracula’s depictions more precisely. Thereby, story and fabula are the key layers 
within the narratological apparatus, since the former casts characters and the latter casts 
actors.  
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Stoker’s vampire has been repeatedly portrayed in films over the course of the twentieth 
century, consequently this has generated a ‘filmic-archive’ of the character. Despite the 
fact that the main source of inspiration has been Stoker’s novel, the Transylvanian count 
can differ significantly across those cinematographic adaptations. Such diversity within a 
single character makes Dracula an eligible case study, which challenges us to understand 
how these differences have come into being. So I have decided to engage in this 
challenge and provide an answer from a Jungian-narratological perspective.  
 
Structure of the Argument  
The discussion starts with the analysis of the concepts that are central to the discussion, 
establishing a specific theoretical framework in the first chapter. Then in the subsequent 
chapters, I address some of Dracula’s cinematographic portrayals, which provide the 
character with distinctive traits.  
 
The first chapter begins by discussing the Jungian archetype in general terms, and 
determines which of its aspects are relevant for its later utilization. The next concept that 
I discuss, is Mieke Bal’s Narratology theory. I briefly define it and then I deal with two of 
its layers: story and fabula. Afterwards, three specific Jungian archetypes are addressed: 
the hero, the shadow and the animus. Finally, at the end of this chapter, these three 
archetypes are inserted in Bal’s Narratological apparatus. Proving how the notion of story 
and fabula can frame the hero, the shadow and the animus. 
 
The second chapter focuses mainly on Murnau’s Nosferatu: Eine Symphonie des 
Grauens and F.F. Coppola’s Dracula. How does the heroine-animus dynamic affect 
Dracula’s archetypical profile in these films? Since Murnau’s Nosferatu is the first 
cinematographic adaptation of Stoker’s novel, it is treated as the starting point of the 
chapter’s discussion. Coppola’s film on the other hand, is the closing case study of this 
chapter. The analysis however, does not take the form of a mere binary opposition 
between the two main case studies. Instead, it traces Dracula throughout a period of 
seven decades, pinpointing the character at key moments, archetypically speaking. 
Hence the selection of secondary case studies, to highlight such moments.   
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The final chapter discusses two case studies: Dracula Untold and Shadow of the Vampire, 
focusing on the effect that the shadow and the hero archetypes have on the vampire’s 
profile. First, I address Dracula Untold, since the character is depicted in a manner that 
subtly echoes Coppola’s portrayal of Dracula. I end the discussion with Shadow of the 
Vampire, given that this case study is a meta-film, which portrays the shooting of Murnau’s 
Nosferatu: the former case study in the second chapter. Therefore, the whole discussion 
is bracketed by two case studies that are strongly linked.  
 
This discussion will ultimately lead to answer: how can Narratology frame Dracula’s 
archetypical profile in Western cinematographic adaptations, from Nosferatu: Eine 
Symphonie des Grauens to Shadow of the Vampire?  
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Chapter 1. The Jungian Narratological Matrix 
 
This chapter addresses Jungian theory and narratology in order to create the theoretical 
framework that will function as a tool to analyse the case studies of the subsequent 
chapters. Thus, I will outline the key concepts of my theoretical framework throughout this 
chapter. 
 
Jung’s notion of archetype is the central concept of this framework. There are three 
archetypes in particular, which will be discussed thoroughly: the hero, the anima and the 
shadow. In addition, Mieke Bal’s narratological theory will be discussed. According to her, 
narratology is divided in three layers: a top layer called text, then an intermediate one 
called story and finally the fabula at the bottom. My discussion will focus mainly on the 
levels of fabula and story, but this does not mean that the text will be simply left aside. 
This approach will draw some boundaries around the narratological layers, facilitating 
their utilization. 
 
In what follows I will first give a brief description of Jung’s notion of the archetype, before 
turning to Bal’s narratology. I will end this chapter with a detailed discussion of the three 
key archetypes that play a central role in this thesis: the hero, the anime and the shadow. 
 
 
The Jungian Archetype and its theoretical boundaries 
The Jungian archetype manifests itself at different levels, ranging from the individual to 
the collective and from behavioural patterns to symbolic representations. This brief 
description already renders the archetype as counterproductively broad. So perhaps, we 
should pay attention to its building blocks. Jung thought that archetypes are predicated 
upon instincts, which first started manifesting themselves through ancient behavioural 
patterns and later through symbolic images. At the level of the individual, these images 
appear in dreams, whereas at the collective/cultural level, they are casted in myths, rituals 
and religions.1 It is important to point out that, even though specific images can vary 
significantly across cultures and individuals; their instinctual basis is the same. The 
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archetype’s building blocks thereon, are genetically transmitted and are deep-wired 
aspects of our species. Jung even argues that, in the same way our body structure is 
based upon the basic anatomical model of mammals, our psyche has also inherited 
specific ancient patterns. Hence, some current human’s oneiric images (dreams) can find 
their origin in them.2 
 
Let me give an example to clarify Jung’s line of thought: For several millennia, our 
ancestors had to deal with predators, specifically snakes and large felines among others. 
According to Jung’s logic, our ancestors developed behavioural patterns to deal with 
these threatening species. As a result, their psyche was organized in a certain manner. 
Thereafter, these patterns might have manifested themselves in our ancestors’ dreams.3 
This would be the archetype’s expression at individual level, but it would also manifest 
itself at collective level. Tales and myths including monsters that embodied evil, or rituals 
to cast demons away would correspond to collective archetypal manifestations. These 
practices were not only performed by our hunter-gatherer predecessors, but even today, 
traditional/tribal societies perform them.4 Furthermore, horror films casting monsters, 
demons and other evil entities, could be regarded as archetypal representations of the 
predators that once haunted our ancestors. This example might clarify the notion of the 
Jungian archetype by illustrating its different levels of manifestation. 
 
Nonetheless, the validity of the archetype as psychoanalytical tool, has been subject to 
criticism. Particularly, there is scepticism about the archetype’s nature at 
psychological/individual level. For instance, Robin McCoy Brooks accuses Jung of 
embedding the archetype in metaphysical assumptions. According to him, Jung misuses 
the Kantian dichotomy between the noumenal realm (absolute/ ‘thing-in-itself’) and the 
phenomenal realm (relative/ manifestation of the thing). Kant locates the noumenal ‘out 
there’ and ultimately regarded it as unreachable. For Kant, there is an irreducible gap 
between the noumenal and the phenomenal. Whereas Jung, believes that the archetypes 
are partly noumenal and that they express themselves through instincts, hence a 
phenomenal means of expression.5 This would imply that the archetype can function as 
a bridge between the phenomenal and noumenal realm, vanishing Kant’s ‘irreducible 
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gap’. Thus, the archetype becomes epistemologically problematic, insofar its 
metaphysical grounding renders it as a philosophical concept, rather than a 
psychoanalytical one. Nonetheless, this discussion will not focus on the origin and 
‘validity’ of Jung’s concept. But instead, I will use the archetype as a tool that can help me 
to understand fictional narratives. 
 
Before addressing the archetypes that are central in this study, I will provide an overview 
of my main narratological tools.  
 
 
Bal’s Narratology: Exploring the Layers 
Mieke Bal’s offers a theoretical framework that enables the study of narratives; in the 
broadest sense of the word: not only verbal or written texts, but also visual works of 
culture, such as artworks or films, insofar they narrate stories.  
 
According to Bal, narratology is divided in three layers, on the top she places the text, in 
the middle the story and at the bottom the fabula. The frontiers among them are not 
sharply defined and instead, they fuse to some degree. The interaction among the layers, 
brings the narrative into being. I will briefly discuss the notion of text, before giving a more 
detailed discussion of story and fabula.    
	
Text: images versus words 
Bal describes the text as: “a finite, structured whole composed of signs. These can be 
linguistic units, such as words and sentences, but they can also be different signs, such 
as cinematic shots and sequences, or painted dots, lines, and blots.”6 Thus, Bal uses the 
term text in a broad sense: a finite set of signs, not limited to linguistic ones. Thereof, the 
medium becomes a major issue with respect to the textual analysis. It is different to 
analyse a Novel’s text from the one of its cinematographic adaptation, both media behave 
differently, demanding different approaches. Provided that I will discuss mainly 
cinematographic adaptations of a novel, which is the most appropriate approach for their 
textual layer?  
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Perhaps, it is by looking at the building blocks of the semiotic discipline, that we can shed 
light on this issue. Particularly, I am referring to Saussure’s notion of sign, which is 
constituted by a signifier and a signified. While the former corresponds to its 
perceivable/material dimension, the latter corresponds to its content/meaning. Despite 
the fact that these categories are still in use, the way Saussure conceptualized them was 
remarkably rigid. The only means to reach a specific signified (Sd) was through its 
respective signifier (Sr), generating a schema (Sr/Sd) in which the former (Sd) goes 
underneath the latter (Sr). This rendered the sign as a closed system that proves to be 
efficient regarding a specific range of media (discontinuous systems), verbal language 
among them.7 Hence, Saussure’s schema could be insufficient to grapple with a text 
whose medium are moving images. 
	
Other authors however, rethink Saussure’s terms in a more flexible manner, which permit 
a more efficient approach to visual media. Since an (moving) image as signifier, can 
evoke a wider range of signifieds, than a word; we should address the notion of sign more 
flexibly. Barthes for instance, proposes an approach that liberates the signifier and 
signified from their ‘foundational rigidity’. Particularly when he explains that, a sign can 
reach beyond its ‘own’ signified (denotation) and function as the signifier of an ‘external’ 
signified, something that he has called connotation. For instance, what is commonly 
referred to as symbol, consists in a (visual) sign that possesses (a) connotation(s).8 These 
semiotic criteria would offer a more accurate understanding about how (moving) images 
operate as signs. 
  
Together with Barthes’ approach, Hans Belting’s insights also offer a more flexible 
understanding of images. According to him, an image is not limited to the mere physicality 
that makes it perceivable, but it is also determined by the symbolic meaning and mental 
framing that the beholder projects upon it.9 This establishes the distinction between 
mental and physical images. While the former are fostered in the mind, somehow utilizing 
our body as medium; the latter inhabit outside our bodies and express themselves 
through palpable materiality.10 Hereafter is possible to establish an analogy between the 
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physical-mental image duality and the signifier-signified binomial. The signifier correlates 
to the physical image, since both are perceivable through the senses and possess a 
palpable materiality/medium. The signified on the other hand, correlates with the mental 
image, both are somehow immaterial. Moreover, the mental image is directly attached to 
the beholder’s symbolic and psychological load, being analogous to the Barthesian 
connotation.  
   
It must be clarified nonetheless, that the textual analysis performs a secondary role in this 
thesis. Its main purpose is to reinforce the arguments made about the Jungian archetype 
together with the story and the fabula layer. Thereby, I will address the text more briefly 
and submit it to these three categories.	 
	
Story: the character’s archetypical potential 
The story is the intermediate layer between the text and the fabula. Curiously, it is 
impossible to discuss story without referring to fabula and text. Since this latter has 
already been addressed, it is convenient to refer to the fabula briefly. According to Bal, 
the fabula is a chronological reconstruction of a series of causally linked events. This 
reconstruction is fostered in the mind of the reader/viewer. The story on the other hand, 
is the way in which these events are narrated. Thus, it determines how the fabula is 
transmitted through the text to the reader/audience. In doing so, it renders the fabula in a 
specific manner.11 This means that the same fabula can lead to different stories. For 
instance, if a certain event involving some individuals takes place and each of them was 
asked to provide his/her version of the facts. One would probably obtain different stories 
about that single event (fabula layer). The story layer casts aspects such as temporality, 
rhythm, space, focalization, and character. The latter is the most relevant aspect for my 
study.  
 
The fabula ironically, provides hints to understand the notion of character. In the fabula, 
actors can acquire a partial anthropomorphic profile. They can become subjects that 
perform some kind of pursuit, task, or another action towards a different actor, which is 
conceptualized as a desired object. This actor-subject despite its struggle, is deprived of 
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any other physical and psychological trait. As Bal explains:	“An actor in the fabula is a 
structural position, while a character is a complex semantic unit.”12 It is possible that a 
structural position correlates with a complex semantic unit, which is located in the story 
layer. Moreover, the semantic unit can express itself as a character: featuring a specific 
physical appearance, a psychological profile, a set of beliefs, along with other human 
characteristics. We would say that an actor in the fabula is humanized in the story, once 
it embodies a character.  
 
According to Bal, this human appearance makes the narratological analysis difficult, 
because one is prone to deal with the character as if it were an actual person. However, 
this approach can be insightful, insofar it pinpoints some characteristics of the Jungian 
archetype. The proclivity to judge the character’s actions, thoughts and feelings as if s/he 
were an actual person, has been termed character effect.13 Resistance is one of the 
phenomena that can be associated to such term, specifically, the character can frustrate 
or fulfil the reader’s/audience’s expectations.14 If the character does the former, it would 
stand as an example of resistance towards those expectations. On the other hand, if the 
character yields to the reader’s/audience desires, it means that there was no resistance 
from her/his part. Moreover, resistance can be associated to Forster’s distinction between 
flat and round characters. While the flat ones remain somehow stable throughout the 
story, fulfilling the reader’s/audience’s expectations; round characters are subjected to 
transformations that can vanish the expectations towards them. Thus, we can say that 
round characters tend to ‘resist’, whereas flat ones would tend to yield. For instance, 
characters in myths have the proclivity to be flat and must remain within certain 
constraints, in order to avoid debilitating the story and fabula of the myth.15 Despite their 
seemingly stereotypical profile, they are usually appealing to the reader/audience, hence 
their popularity. Often, this appeal can manifest itself as identification with the heroes and 
the perception of the villains as opposed to the reader/audience-member. 
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The opposition to villains and the identification with heroes, can be correlated with a 
duality contained in the Jungian archetype. At individual level, the archetype can influence 
the psyche significantly, to the extent of subduing the former’s conscious structures and 
will. Due to such power, the archetype has been described as numinous, even capable 
of ‘possessing’ the subject’s psyche. This possession herein, can manifest itself in two 
different forms: inflation and projection. On the one hand, inflation is described as the 
subject’s excessive identification with an archetype, blinding his/her ability to distinguish 
it from her/himself. On the other, projection corresponds to the dynamic in which the 
archetype is posed upon someone/something else; this externalization is somehow the 
incapacity to perceive the existence of the archetype within oneself.16 Even though these 
two terms refer to a numinous effect produced by the archetype, I will utilize them also to 
refer to ‘mild’ examples; since they can provide some insights, related to the affects that 
narrative characters generate in the reader/audience. Ultimately, the archetypal inflation-
projection duality could be conceptualized as a range of phenomena within the character 
effect.     
 
Among the aspects in the story layer, character is the most useful one for the theoretical 
framework under development. The possible associations between character and 
Jungian archetype, prove the former’s utility. Once I discuss some the archetypes 
thoroughly, such associations will become clearer.   
 
Fabula: Basal Narrative Terrain 
As I stated earlier, the level of the fabula is the bottom narratological layer in that it 
concerns itself with the deepest level of the story, that of the series of events that are 
narrated. We can think of the elements of the fabula as the most fundamental building 
blocks of the narrative. This level of analysis is central to this thesis, since the analysis of 
a fabula can be described in Jungian terms.   
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Among the building blocks of the fabula, it is possible to distinguish two kinds. On the one 
hand, there are objects, which include actors, locations and things. Due to their somewhat 
‘stable nature’, these are conceived as fixed elements. On the other, and partially 
opposed to objects, we can distinguish processes. These correspond to the 
transformations in which the objects are involved; provided their mutable nature, 
processes are described as ‘changeable’ elements. Consequently, there is an 
interdependency between both types of elements: objects and processes need each 
other in order to operate. As soon as any of the two categories is dismissed, the remaining 
one would become inoperative, and the fabula would wobble or even fall apart.17 
Furthermore, the necessity for objects and processes in the fabula, could point to an 
analogy with language. In spite of the fact that the analogy between the structure of the 
sentence and the one of the fabula fails at some point; it functions to some extent.18 In 
the same manner, objects and processes are necessary to construct the fabula as such, 
language depends on nouns and verbs to function. Since nouns are usually implicated 
with verbs, by performing and/or being affected by them; we could claim that, while 
objects are analogous to nouns, processes are analogous to verbs. This implies that there 
must be some degree of similarity between real and fictional fabulas, to assure the 
understanding of these latter, being those two grammatical-linguistic categories a shared 
feature by both types of fabulas.  
 
Actors and events are the elements that deserve our thorough attention within the fabula; 
given that they can be related to Jung’s archetype. The former is a type of element that 
exerts an action or is subjected to it. The events thus, correspond to the processes which 
the actors are involved in. Usually, these latter possess some kind of ‘embodiment’, hence 
they appear as subjects or desired objects, including immaterial things. Actors are 
commonly organized in an actant, which is “a class of actors that shares a certain 
characteristic quality. That shared characteristic is related to the teleology of the fabula 
as a whole. An actant is therefore a class of actors whose members have an identical 
relation to the aspect of telos which constitutes the principle of the fabula. That relation 
we call the function.”19 Then within an actantial conglomerate, actors are categorized as 
a subject or an object and its telos/purpose organizes them, functioning as the unifying 
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principle of such conglomerate. Furthermore, the actant-subject can be constructed by 
one or more actors, in the same way the actant-object does. Even though the actors can 
generate a wide range of actants, Greimas has proposed a narratological system, which 
features the structures that the actors frequently adopt within them. It would not be very 
productive to name and explain every single pattern belonging to this system; but instead, 
it is preferable to refer to the main one and reserve the others until their utilization is 
propitious. Greimas uses the term destineateur and destinatarie, being the former a 
sender and the latter a receiver. Despite the seemingly active role of the 
destinateur/sender; often, it does not have an active role. Bal herein, chooses to replace 
it with the term power, because it is more versatile and functional in her view.20 It is also 
possible though, that the object does not cast ‘power’ exactly, being just loaded with 
‘purpose’; hence the word telos as an additional alternative.  As a result, we obtain the 
following structure: 
 
Subject (receiver) à object (power/telos) 
 
This formula, which appears to be blatantly plain, could be conceived as the corner stone 
of Greimas’ actantial grammar. Hereafter, a wide range of variations can be generated 
based upon this founding structure. For instance, more than one power could be at work, 
locating not only within the object. Furthermore, the object could relate to the subject in a 
conjunctive or a disjunctive manner. And other actors like helpers and opponents can 
gravitate around this structure in different ways. The receiver although, is commonly the 
same actor as the subject, hence this tends to be a stable trait in the actantial structure. 
Some of the possible variations of the formula will be discussed in the following section, 
since they can encrypt the Jungian archetypes in the fabula to some degree.  
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The Archetypal Narratological Conjunction 
 
Narratological Location of the Jungian Archetype 
Locating the archetype in the narratological framework is a mandatory task in order to 
generate the Jungian Narratological Matrix, which is the main purpose of this chapter. If 
we look again at the three layers that construct Bal’s framework, the archetype manifests 
itself through the textual layer, but it does not locate in it. More specifically, since that 
layer is the surface of the narrative, where its signifiers inhabit; one can infer that Jung’s 
concept necessarily locates somewhere between the other two layers. Then, to what 
extent does the archetype inhabit the story and the fabula? Certainly, the coordinates 
within the narratological apparatus vary, depending on the specific archetype at hand. 
Thus, it is only by dealing with one of them at the time, and more particularly, by aiming 
at a case study that embodies it, that one can determine its coordinates. These latter 
nevertheless, are not completely precise or stable; this implies that even a singular 
archetype can partially alter its own coordinates, depending on its particular manifestation 
in a narrative. Now, I will proceed to address three of them: the hero, the animus and the 
shadow. In doing so, their coordinates will be determined to some degree. 
 
But before tracking the location of these archetypes, it is necessary to explain two 
Greimassian terms that can encode them in the fabula layer. These are the conjunctive 
and disjunctive function, (S     O) and (S U O) respectively. Both illustrate how, an actant-
subject (S) relates to an actant-object (O). The      symbol in the conjunctive function, 
represents an active bond between the subject (S) and the object (O). Whereas, the U 
symbol in the disjunctive function, represents the separation between subject (S) and 
object (O).21 Moreover, the object is not strictly an unanimated thing(s), it can also be an 
individual or even an abstract/psychological state that the subject (S) pursues.                                
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from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inc nsisten y within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le desc ipteur sera mené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive c aracter of decisions which the describor will be led to tak  at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoret cal y in one metalanguage or anoth r and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of fu ction and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of st te: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
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Hero 
The hero is one of the most common archetypes and can be found in a wide range of 
myths and tales, belonging to numerous cultural backgrounds and historical periods. This 
type of character is often born from a virgin woman in a miraculous way, possesses some 
outstanding skill(s) and performs an extremely difficult task, which usually consists in 
confronting evil.22 Further, the hero has the largest number of interactions with characters, 
but can also function efficiently by him/herself and s/he usually fosters more positive traits 
than ‘required’. In spite of these distinguishable features, Bal has claimed that the hero 
can be a deceptive term, insofar there are no canonical criteria in a narrative, which define 
him/her as such.23 Indeed, the examples of heroes can differ from one another to the 
degree that, it would seem that they are not predicated upon a unique archetype. The 
reader/audience however, tends to identify this type of character very rapidly, implying 
that there should be some kind of pattern(s) that enables this quick recognition. I would 
claim that such patterns are mainly located in the story layer. Specifically, the fact that 
s/he is alluded persistently throughout the story and that s/he maintains the largest 
number of interactions with other characters, although s/he could dispense with many of 
them; is a tendency that presents her/him as the central character and usually as the 
most compelling one. It could be argued nonetheless, that just by portraying a character 
as the central one and making her/him almost completely ‘autonomous’ with regards to 
others, is not a guarantee of her/his heroic status. If these arrangements at the level of 
the story do not bring a hero wholly into being, then perhaps; some insights can be found 
at fabula level.  
 
If there are many fabulas that arrange the scenario for hero stories, which ones should 
we prioritize? Certainly, there is not a canonical answer to this question and thus, it is the 
reduced number of fabulas that can pinpoint the case studies of this thesis, the ones that 
we should regard as paramount. For instance, when Paul Radin was studying the 
Winnebago tribe, he noticed that their hero motif underwent four phases; which he named 
Trickster, Hare, Red Horn and Twin.24 Red Horn in particular, is the phase that should be 
addressed. During it, the hero engages in a battle or a competition, in which s/he proves 
his/her skills. Despite the hero’s semi-divine nature, s/he cannot accomplish the mission 
	 17	
by him/herself. It is thanks to the guidance of over-human powers or a godly character, 
that the hero transforms becoming eligible to perform his/her duty.25 This transformation 
undergone by the hero, which enables him/her to succeed, is known as the integration of 
the shadow.  Indeed, there is a very wide range of tales and myths that include these 
patterns. For instance, Perseus engages in a journey to confront Medusa, due to Hermes’ 
and Athena’s divine assistance, he transforms in such manner that enables him to 
accomplish his mission. In The Matrix trilogy, the Oracle performs a crucial function in 
Neo’s development as character, enabling him to understand his role in the Matrix and 
his nemesis Agent Smith. This list could extend endlessly, but instead, it is by shedding 
the external appearance of these narratives, that we could detect the underlying actantial 
structure of this hero typology: 
 
B= h     O (op U O) _ h U O (op    O) _ DH      H _ (H     op) H    O 
        1st Phase           _     2nd Phase         _ 3rd Phase _      4th Phase   
 
I have decided to call this fabula structure: Battle (B) and it will be utilized as a reference 
point to later address some of the case studies, inasmuch the structure (B) proves to be 
useful. Despite its possible utility, this structure (B) is not canonical, implying that the case 
studies can deviate from it to some degree. The first phase of the battle shows the hero 
(small h, non-integrated shadow) in conjunction with the object (h     O). Simultaneously, 
the opponent is in a disjunctive state with regards to the object (op U O). Then some 
event(s) take(s) place, leading to the second phase in which disjunction and conjunction 
are inverted. At that point, the hero and the object are related through a disjunction (h U 
O); while the opponent is bonded with the latter (op     O). Afterwards, in the third phase, 
the hero interacts with an actor that I have named divine helper (DH). Such interaction 
(DH      H) leads the hero to integrate his/her shadow, hence the shift from the small ‘h’ 
to the capital ‘H’. This transformation (h-H) enables the hero to defeat the opponent. 
Finally, in the fourth phase, the latter (op) is defeated (H      op) by the hero, due to this 
his/her grapheme has been crossed out (op). And the hero is bonded with the object 
again (H     O).         
THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider clo ely what is the n w typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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The other narrative type that deserves our attention is the one that I have labelled 
romance (R), which casts the romantic hero. This hero variation also occupies the central 
position in the narrative, since the story locates him/her ‘there’. Nonetheless, some of 
his/her traits can differ significantly; the romantic hero is unlikely to possess over-human 
strength or special powers and thereafter, s/he does not get involved in a battle or an 
‘adventurous’ journey. Instead, s/he possesses a well intended heart, is empathic and 
somehow strives towards benevolence. Such profile indicates that this hero has been 
conceived to engage in a relationship with another character, specifically in a romantic 
bond. The interaction between these characters is obviously a struggle, the hero needs 
to tame his/her somewhat monstrous partner, turning him/her into a virtuous being.26 
Somehow, this romantic interaction presents analogous dangers to the ones featured in 
the other hero fabula (B). The persistence of this pattern can be noticed in narratives such 
as: The Beauty and the Beast, Twilight and Fifty Shades of Grey just to name a few of 
them. The romantic fabula (R) features the following structure:  
 
R= h _ (H     l) _ H     L 
1stphase_ 2ndphase_ 3rdphase 
 
The first phase of the romance (R) features the hero (h) with a non-integrated shadow, at 
that point, the hero has not met the lover (l) yet. During the second phase, the hero starts 
interacting with the lover (H     l) and integrates the shadow throughout this interaction 
period (h-H). As a consequence of such interaction, the lover too integrates his/her 
shadow. in the third phase the hero and the lover have consolidated a romantic bond, 
hence the conjunction between them (H    L). In this fabula type, the actor named lover 
corresponds to the desired object and opponent at the same time. The hero has to 
struggle with-against the lover, so that s/he integrates his/her shadow and their bond is 
consolidated.      
 
 
 
 
THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
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of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically i  one metala guage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
Co
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THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conc ption in Greimas' works. 
On t e w ole, the status of 'func io ' as a h oretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the pr blemat al tatus of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
co junctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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Shadow 
The shadow at story level, appears as the hero’s range of negative psychological traits, 
which commonly expresses itself as unvirtuous pride, immaturity and somewhat his/her 
hidden potential.27 Indeed, these shady characteristics present themselves as an inner 
obstacle to the hero, which can hinder the accomplishment of his/her mission or even ruin 
it altogether. The integration of the shadow therein, is crucial to ensure the hero’s 
success. Specifically, becoming able to mature and control his/her pride, unlocking the 
shadow’s hidden powers. This transformation although, requires the guidance of a 
reflexive character, who provides some sort of wisdom that makes the integration of the 
shadow possible.28 Moreover, this archetype is not limited to a range of traits within the 
hero’s psyche. In fact, the ‘evil’ antagonists correspond to the main embodiment of the 
shadow.29 The romantic narrative is not the exception and it also features the shadow in 
its story layer. On the one hand, this hero him/herself possesses a shadow, which needs 
to be integrated. On the other, the romantic target, who I decided to call ‘lover’, fosters 
this archetype too. Indeed, one could say that in this type of narrative, the shadow 
concentrates mainly within the romantic target.30 Somehow, the process that leads the 
lover to integrate his/her shadow, is one of the main affairs in this kind of narrative. At this 
point, this archetype proves to be remarkably versatile, regarding its manifestations in the 
story layer.    
  
But it also manifests itself at the level of the fabula. Bal’s substitution of the term sender 
for the term power is highly useful, since it is possible to conceptualize the shadow in this 
manner. We can think of it as a force that strives against the subject/hero through different 
actors. However, some events can take place and invert the orientation of this ‘dark’ 
vector, ultimately empowering the subject/hero. How does this take place in the heroic 
fabulas, that I have addressed so far? 
 
The subject (h) in the battle (B), experiences the shadow as an inner counter power. By 
looking again at these pair of actantial schemes, we notice that once the subject (h) has 
interacted with the actor (DH), his/her grapheme changes from ‘h’ to ‘H’. This 
transformation (h-H) represents the inversion of the dark vector, ‘strengthening’ the 
	 20	
THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found t is ambiguity perati g in the verb to want e rli r. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and betw en different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask th  
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical constr ct is ambiguous 
a d confusi gly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this am iguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency withi  one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif d s décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analys .) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
to e and attitude c nveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain th ugh misleadin  dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of v ew, let us consider closely wha  is the new ypology of elementary énoncés 
at this stag  of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination ith two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first i to the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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subj ct nd aligning hi /her with he /his im. Moreover, the integration of the shadow 
could be translated to Greimas nomenclature, if we encrypt it in the disjunctive and 
conjunctive functions: 
 
                                         =h 
                                     =H 
  
    
h U O(op    O) _ (DH    H) 
      2ndphase        _   3rd phase 
  
The hero (h/H) and the shadow correspond to the subject (S) and the object (O) 
respectively. If we look at Greimas disjunctive function (S U O); it is possible to notice that 
this has been equated to the small ‘h’. Since the disjunction represents a separation 
between subject and object, it is analogous to the hero before integrating the shadow; 
hence the small ‘h’. Whereas the conjunctive function (S    O) has been equated with the 
capital ‘H’. Provided that the conjunction represents an effective bond between subject 
and object, which is analogous to the hero with an integrated shadow; hence the capital 
‘H’. Moreover, it is possible to analogize the disjunction-conjunction transition with the 
second and third phase of the battle fabula (B). During the second phase, we can notice 
that the hero’s grapheme corresponds to a small ‘h’, implying that the shadow has not 
been integrated at that point. Thus, it is analogous to Greimas disjunction (S U O). 
Nonetheless, it should be clarified that, the ‘O’ in this phase of the battle (B) does not 
correspond to the hero’s shadow, but to some other actant-object instead. Thereby, we 
should not confuse it with the ‘O’ in Greimas’ disjunctive function. Then in the third phase, 
we see that the the hero’s grapheme has changed from the small ‘h’ to the capital ‘H’, 
exhibiting the integration of the shadow. This explains the parallelism between this phase 
and Greimas conjunction (S     O). Ultimately, representing the state of the shadow with 
small and capital letters, provides a simpler nomenclature than the Greimasian 
disjunctive-conjunctive function. Thereafter, it becomes easier to locate an actor (whose 
shadow is relevant) within an actantial structure and relate it to other actors.          
THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
fr m Greimas' ref rence to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
an  confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété t la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive chara ter of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of he analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us c sider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the functi n /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merg  with glari g a d embarrass ng inconsis ency or with
fuzziness. W  found is ambiguity operating in the verb t  wan  earlier. This 
perv sive conceptua /theor tical incons stency within one and th  same article 
and between different publications spanni g a decad  leads us t  conclud , to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the otio  of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur se a amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and att tud  conveyed here a  be ind Greimas' efforts to situate  
'function' theore ally in n  metalanguag  or other nd tha  what pass s off
as a certai  t ough misleading dogm  is actu lly a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the éno cés of state based on t  eq ation of 
function as junction. Taken as a sema tic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary se es: disjunction nd c junction. This pposition leads t  
formulating two types of énoncés of t : 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and  is the function /conjun ti
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "pas age" which i   
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The inf r al a  
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THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I f el is a vague and 
hesita t conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatibl  an  incommensurate sens s of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glari g and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found thi  ambiguity operating in t  verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to co clude, t  
quote Greimas himself, when talking f the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que l  descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the def nition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain thoug  misl ading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
f view, let us consider c osely wh t is the new typology of eleme tary én cés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of d ing the subject operates the "passage" which is ocated 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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The opponent/s (op), which is one of the hallmarks of the (B) battle fabula, corresponds 
to the main incarnation of the shadow. This actor(s) functions as a counter-vector that 
pushes against the hero (h/H). His/her major goal is to keep the latter in a disjunctive 
state with respect to the object (O). Indeed, if we look at the different phases of the battle 
(B), it is possible to notice that throughout the fabula hero and opponent relate in an 
inverted manner to the object; hence the conceptualization of the latter as a counter-
vector.      
 
Finally, the romantic fabula (R) also has its own particularities, with regards to how the 
shadow is arranged within its actantial structure. The actor named lover (l/L), integrates 
the shadow through a process that is similar to the one of the hero. The second and third 
phase in particular, cast such process. These two phases can correlate with Greimas’ 
disjunction-conjunction transition:  
 
 
  (H     l) _ H    L     
 2ndphase _ 3rd phase 
 
In this analogy, the lover (l/L) corresponds to the subject (S) of the disjunction-conjunction 
transition, while the shadow is represented by the object (O). The second phase casts 
the interaction between the hero (H) and the lover (l), we can notice that this latter has 
not integrated the shadow at that point; hence the small ‘l’. Herein, it is possible to 
correlate this phase with Greimas’ disjunction (S U O); since there is a separation 
between subject (S) and object (O), which is analogous to the lover’s (l) non-integrated 
shadow. Afterwards, in the third phase, it is possible to notice that the hero (H) and the 
lover (L) are in a conjunctive state. Although now, the lover has integrated the shadow, 
hence the capital ‘L’. The integration of this latter, correlates with the conjunction between 
subject and object (S     O); the subject has agency over the object in the same way the 
lover controls his/her shadow.        
 
 
THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical s berness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: di junctio  an  conju ction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
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as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
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Animus 
According to Jung there would be two archetypes that stand for the notions of femininity 
and masculinity, the anima and animus respectively. He explains that the former inhabits 
exclusively the male’s psyche, while the latter is fostered in the female’s mind.31 Due to 
my research aim, I will focus only on the animus. This archetype acquires the form of 
male characters in women’s dreams and fantasies. Moreover, it manifests itself at 
collective level through narratives as a male character too. The animus therein, can 
embody four sub-types, which range from the corporeal to the spiritual. The first sub-type 
emphasises the bodily dimension and appears as a muscular/athletic male figure; the 
second one relates to a male character that operates at pragmatic level and is driven to 
perform a certain action/plan; the next sub-type is characterised by its reflexive nature 
and is prone to embody characters like the professor, the shaman or the priest; finally, 
the fourth one corresponds to the most ‘elevated’ one and becomes the embodiment of 
a meaning mediating the connection with the spiritual realm, hence its somewhat deity 
profile as a character.32 It is necessary to make clear however, that the animus can 
manifest itself as both, evil and benevolent characters.33  
 
How does the animus behave in the story layer? The fact that we encounter a male 
character in a narrative already sets a range of expectations towards him, which would 
be more unlikely to expect from a female character. Hereon, this animus incarnation is 
prone to have certain psychological traits instead of others and relate to the other 
characters within certain constraints. For instance, one could expect that the first sub-
type incarnates in a character, who engages in some kind of activity that involves physical 
skills, he would be youthful, vital, brave and perhaps impulsive, lacking the capacity for 
reflexion. Then the second sub-type might resemble considerably to the first one, 
nonetheless, he might be more reflexive and possess higher strategic skills. It would not 
be surprising either, that any of these two variations of the animus engaged in a romantic 
relationship with a female character throughout the story. Further, its third sub-type would 
be the inversion of the first one; a reflexive wise old character, who is unlikely to engage 
in a romantic relationship. Finally, the fourth manifestation of the animus appears as a 
somewhat godly being, who seems to be hierarchically above the other characters, his 
	 23	
psychological profile goes alongside his hierarchical position. These are certainly benign 
manifestations of the animus; it is too possible to pinpoint the evil counterpart of each 
sub-type. Bal would explain that these variations of the archetype are subject to some 
degree of ‘predictability’, meaning that by providing certain traits to a character, one 
determines what s/he can and cannot do.34     
 
Can the animus reach the fabula layer, or is it just a ‘masculine layout’ that inhabits the 
story? There are actors in some fabulas that can be related to the animus. For example, 
in the battle (B) actantial structures the subject/hero (H) could correlate to the first sub-
type of this archetype, inasmuch it provides a plausible appearance to an actor casted in 
this type of fabula. Even so, these correlations are not enough to claim that this 
manifestation of the animus is equivalent to the actor of those fabulas. Furthermore, if we 
pay attention to the romance fabula (R), which usually features a correlation between the 
subject/hero (H) and a female character; this brings immediately the animus first or 
second sub-typology into play. The male archetype would correlate with the actor-lover 
(L) from this fabula and engage in a romantic tension with the heroine. The question that 
raises although, is whether this heterosexual dynamic takes place at fabula or story level. 
Perhaps it is the latter, since it is possible to conceptualize the same dynamic between a 
pair of actors that possess a different layout in the story. Thereby, I would claim that the 
animus as such is confined to the story layer.  
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Archetypical Narratological Coordinates 
The analysis performed throughout this chapter, shows that each archetype can feature 
different coordinates within the narratological apparatus; although the three of them locate 
somewhere between the fabula and the story. 
 
Despite its somewhat diffuse nature, the shadow locates mainly in the fabula. Since it can 
be conceptualized as a vector that pushes against the subject (S), this archetype 
balances the tension within the actantial structure. If it were extracted from this latter, the 
subject would find no opposition, reaching the object (O) effortlessly and the fabula would 
be somewhat pointless. Is there any sense in a fabula, in which the subject does not 
struggle at all? At least, it is unlikely to generate a very appealing narrative. Thereby, the 
shadow together with the other ‘forces’ maintain the fabula unified as a whole. Among the 
three discussed archetypes, the shadow seems to be the closest to the fabula layer. 
Which does not mean however, that the shadow does not reach the story level. Provided 
it can manifest itself through one or multiple actors, it can correlate to a character(s) or a 
range of character’s traits in the story. Its presence in this layer nonetheless, appears 
more as a ‘layout’ rather than a core element. Whereas its role in the fabula is 
indispensable, as it has already been pointed out. 
 
Unlike the shadow, the hero depends on two layers, so it can come into being. At the level 
of the fabula, there is almost an infinite range of actantial structures that constitute heroic 
narratives. To encompass all of them is (practically) impossible and thus, I addressed two 
specific fabula structures; which can be later utilized to deal with the case studies. These 
are the battle (B) and the romance (R) narratives. The hero thereof, corresponds to the 
subject in these actantial structures and most of the time is embodied only by one actor. 
Yet, these characteristics at the level of the fabula are insufficient to regard the hero as 
such. Indeed, it is within the story layer, that the subject-actor ultimately acquires her/his 
‘heroic profile’. Within this layer the actor is presented as the most relevant character, the 
whole narrative seems to gravitate around him/her and the actants that s/he is engaged 
in, appear as the narrative’s plot and major events. Therefore, it is due to this ‘cooperative’ 
interaction between fabula and story that the hero comes into being. In a few words, the 
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fabula provides the heroic actantial structures and the story locates them under the 
spotlight, hence the necessity of both layers to make this archetype appear as such. 
 
The analysis of the animus shows that this archetype inhabits mainly the story layer. Once 
it adopts one of its possible sub-types, it appears as a male character with some other 
traits that would go along with its respective sub-type. This rendering takes place at story 
level and it does not need to correlate with a specific actantial structure. Perhaps one of 
the few exceptions is the romance fabula (R), in which the subject-hero (S/H) is prone to 
embody a female character; thereafter, the subject-hero’s target (O/L) correlates with the 
first or second sub-type of the animus. Even so, the story layer would be sufficient to 
enable the animus’ manifestation in the narrative, regardless of its inevitable correlations 
with actors in the fabula. 
 
The narratological coordinates that have been provided for each archetype are not 
completely fixed and they can vary once we look at different case studies. Therefore, it is 
through the analysis of specific case studies, that such coordinates are fully established.   
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Chapter 2. Dracula throughout the Twentieth Century: from Monster to the 
Heroine’s Beloved One 
 
Dracula has transformed remarkably on the course of the twentieth century. This chapter 
discusses the key moments in his archetypical transformation process, prioritizing two 
case studies: W. F. Murnau’s Nosferatu: eine Symphonie des Grauens (1922) and F.F. 
Coppola’s Dracula (1992). The former film is taken as the starting point of such process, 
and the latter is one of its hallmarks, which concludes the chapter’s discussion. Thus, this 
is not a binary comparison between these two case studies. But an analysis that pinpoints 
some of the key phases in Dracula’s archetypical transformation process. The secondary 
case studies herein, function as markers that highlight key phases in this process.  
 
Essential to the chapter’s discussion are the vampire’s motivations and interactions with 
female characters, hence the importance of the heroine-animus dynamic and the Jungian 
shadow. Thereof, it is by looking at the story and fabula layers, that I will demonstrate 
how, these archetypes have influenced Dracula’s cinematographic portrayal throughout 
a period of seven decades. This will allow me to determine, how the two main case studies 
differ at archetypical level. 
 
 
Nosferatu: as Dark as it gets 
One of the first things that stands out about Murnau’s vampire, is his particular 
appearance. Despite being the first cinematographic portrayal of Stoker’s vampire, it 
differs significantly from the more stereotypical depiction that one could have in mind. The 
mental image of Dracula, as Hans Belting would call it, is more accurately personified by 
actors such as: Bela Lugosi, Christopher Lee and Frank Langella. Their characterizations 
present the count as an elegant appealing man; Murnau’s undead instead, is plainly 
monstrous. Even his ‘human’ appearance img.01 fails to dissimulate this. He possesses a 
thin gaunt pale face, a prominent crooked nose and a pair of rodent-like incisors. In fact, 
his physiognomy remains almost the same, when he shows his ‘true’ form img.02. 
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Hereafter, Murnau’s portrayal of the vampire, acts as a signifier that reinforces the 
phenomena that take place in the story and fabula. 
 
The story layer provides some hints about Dracula’s/Orlok’s archetypical state. As a 
character, Orlok barely interacts with human beings. Unlike other adaptations that 
characterize him as a seductive charming man, Murnau’s vampire is socially unskilful. 
Orlok only interacts with Hutter/Harker throughout the story, such interactions always 
awaken fear and suspicion in him. Thus, the vampire’s psychological profile is prone to 
trigger rejection in the audience, perceiving him as bizarre and sinister. Thereby, the 
audience is unlikely to identify with him and would perceive him as a ‘dark other’. This 
phenomenon corresponds to Orlok’s character effect and it is possible to translate it to 
archetypal terminology. Specifically, it is an example of shadow-projection. Since this 
archetype casts a range of defective traits that the audience avoids perceiving within 
itself, these are projected outwards. As a result, Orlok ends up being targeted by the 
audience’s shadow. Already at this point, we could claim that Murnau’s vampire embodies 
the shadow to a significant degree.  
 
Forster’s duality between flat and round characters is also worthy of this affair. Provided 
that Orlok maintains a very stable profile throughout the whole film; it is possible to regard 
him as a flat character. Perhaps, it is only at the beginning of the story that he features a 
‘subtle roundness’, insofar his behaviour is peculiar and does not expose his maleficent 
nature. But as soon as Hutter discovers Orlok’s true nature, the vampire ‘flattens’ as 
character. Thereafter, it can be assumed that he will act within certain patterns, which he 
does not even attempt to transgress throughout the narrative. Orlok is oriented towards 
an evil goal that would damage others; everything he does, is prone to be harmful. In this 
sense, we can think of Murnau’s vampire as a flat evil character, hence the withdrawal of 
other character types. Ultimately, this reinforces the possibility of conceiving him as an 
embodiment of the shadow.  
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An archetype that deserves our attention is, the animus. It is not very difficult to think of 
Orlok as an evil manifestation of this archetype, provided that he is a male character. The 
question that raises is, which sub-type does he embody? The first sub-type should be 
immediately dismissed, since he does not possess an athletic/muscular body and lacks 
‘physical’ skills. besides that, this vampire intends to establish in Wisbourg and plague 
the city, it is possible to associate him with the second sub-type: the plan-maker. Even 
so, he has some other traits that ‘exceed’ this manifestation of the animus. It is necessary 
thereof, to address the third and fourth sub-type. 
 
In the novel and some of the adaptations, the vampire’s nemesis is professor Van Helsing, 
he is the only one who possesses the necessary knowledge and wisdom to confront 
Dracula. Van Helsing or Bulwer in Murnau’s version, corresponds to a benign incarnation 
of the third sub-type of the animus, his profile as character renders him as such. Even 
though in Murnau’s version, the wise professor does not confront Orlok; the possibility of 
conceiving him as the vampire’s benevolent counterpart, suggests that the vampire could 
be related to the third sub-type. Orlok has ‘lived’ for centuries, possesses some 
supernatural powers and appears as an old noble. Among these traits, his title and 
supernatural powers evoke the third sub-type, insofar it is usually associated with the 
priest/shaman figure. Thus, in the same way the shaman’s powers and connection to the 
supernatural realm are his/her hallmark features, Orlok’s vampiric powers determine his 
agency as character. 
 
We might wonder however, how powerful Orlok is. In doing so, it becomes uncertain 
whether the third sub-type is sufficient to frame his powers. Then, can we relate Murnau’s 
vampire to the fourth sub-type? There are a couple of aspects that make this question 
worthwhile. As I already mentioned, Orlok does not encounter a benevolent nemesis that 
can equate his powers. Instead, it is a passive heroine that deceives him, leading him to 
a ‘luminous’ destruction img.03. The fact that Orlok is defeated in a passive manner, 
suggests that he is overwhelmingly powerful to be actively confronted.35 Even the book 
about vampirism that appears in the film affirms that: “…Wherefore no other salvation is 
possible, but that a maiden wholly without sin maketh the vampyre forget the first crow of 
	 29	
the cock. Would that she give freely of her blood.” This quote insinuates that Orlok 
embodies the fourth sub-type of the animus. No one is powerful enough to actively 
confront him, only the exposure to sunlight can destroy him. If this natural force is the 
vampire’s counterpart, then he would be the embodiment of darkness along with its usual 
connotations. These latter are highlighted by the fact that the ‘scapegoat’ needs to be 
pure or “wholly without sin” as the book states. In this sense, Orlok exceeds the third sub-
type of the animus, he is more than a shamanic character that invokes evil/darkness; he 
incarnates these forces. Even his physiognomy reinforces that, his rodent incisors and 
pointed ears make him look like an ‘anthropomorphic rat’. In Murnau’s film, these rodents 
represent the disease and pestilence that threatens Wisbourg once the vampire arrives. 
The shot that casts a box filled with rats img.04 stresses this connotation. Moreover, 
Orlok’s monstrous appearance distances him from the human realm and positions him 
closer to the dark supernatural. Or in Jungian terms, it moves him from the third sub-type 
to the fourth one. 
 
By looking at the fabula of Nosferatu (N), it is possible to understand more thoroughly the 
influence of the archetypes upon Orlok (olk). The fabula adopots the following actantial 
structure: 
 
N: eh    O (olk U O) _ eh U O (olk     O) _ (olk      e) h    O 
         Phase.01            _        Phase.02           _    Phase.03  
     
Ellen (e) and Hutter (h) are the two actors that constitute the subject (eh) of this fabula, 
while ‘peace’ (O) corresponds to the object. At the beginning, in phase.01, Ellen (e) and 
Hutter (h) are living peacefully in Wisbourg, hence the conjunction between subject and 
object (eh    O). Orlok (olk) on the other hand, is still in his castle and has not disrupted 
their peaceful life, hence his disjunction with the object (olk U O). During phase.02, Orlok 
(olk) arrives in Wisbourg bringing pestilence and disturbing peace, this is represented by 
the conjunction between him and the object (olk     O). Thereof, peace is ‘taken away’ 
from Ellen and Hutter (eh U O). In this sense, phase.02 corresponds to the inversion of 
phase.01. In the final phase, Ellen (e) decides to sacrifice herself, leading Orlok (olk) to 
THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning  decade leads us to c nclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dog a is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementa y énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncé  of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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his own destruction, hence the encryption: olk      e. Orlok’s grapheme is crossed out (olk) 
representing his desintegration under the rising sun, the arrow corresponds to the 
moment in which Orlok preys on Ellen (e), as a result we can see that her grapheme has 
been underlined (e), representing her death. This event leads to the restoration of peace 
(O), hence the conjunction between Hutter (h) and the object: h    O.   
 
When we look for the hero of this fabula, we are prone to think about Ellen. This 
interpretation is valid, if it is taken into account that, her voluntary sacrifice ultimately 
defeats the vampire. But since it is a heroine and a dark male character, is it possible to 
encrypt their interaction within the romance fabula (R)? 
 
R: h _ (H     l) _ H     L 
Ph.01_ Phase.02_ Phase.03 
 
In this actantial structure the subject corresponds to the hero (h/H) and the actor named 
lover (l/L) functions as a desired object-opponent. As it was detailed in the first chapter, 
the small letters represent actors that have not integrated their shadows, whereas the 
capital ones represent the actors once the shadow-integration has taken place. In a few 
words, it is by engaging in a romantic relationship that both actors integrate their shadows 
and end up in a conjunctive relation (H     L). 
 
There are some details in the story, besides Ellen and Orlok’s genders that pinpoint the 
romance fabula (R). The first one consists in a remark made by the vampire, when he is 
about to sign the real estate contract img.05. At that moment, Hutter stands on his left side 
and accidentally drops a necklace on the table, that contains a photograph of Ellen. The 
vampire immediately picks it up, looks fascinatedly at the photograph and exclaims: “your 
wife has a lovely neck.” This is subtle detail, but somehow insinuates certain degree of 
‘sexual’ interest towards Ellen. Later in the story, she finds out that only a woman can 
deceive the male monster, leading him to his own annihilation. This other detail alludes 
more strongly to the romance fabula (R), insofar it assigns the heroic role to a female 
character. Thereof, we are prone to think of Ellen as the romantic hero (h/H) and of Orlok 
THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disr garding for now the problematical stat s of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types f énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
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conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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as the lover (l/L). However, it is clear that the interaction between them is by no means 
romantic, thus it differs at teleological level. Moreover, unlike the romance fabula (R), in 
which hero and lover end up in a conjunctive relation (H     L), this actantial structure 
‘leads’ to the destruction of the hero (e) and the opponent (olk). This feature allows us to 
make an important distinction regarding the state of the shadow. While the lover 
integrates it (l-L), Orlok (olk) is simply eliminated. Implying that the lover (l/L) is an actor 
that relates to a shadow and integrates it at the end of the fabula; whereas Orlok as actor, 
is nothing but an embodiment of this archetype.  
 
This suggests that the vampire at the level of the fabula, is a fine example of the shadow 
archetype. We can notice that the shadow understood as counter-vector that pushes 
against the subject, is embodied by one actor: Orlok. In this sense, the vampire and the 
subject (Hutter & Ellen) hold the fabula together as a whole, given that they incarnate its 
main forces. The question that raises nonetheless, is, if Orlok embodies the shadow at 
fabula level can he embody the animus too? An affirmative answer is possible, insofar it 
does not undermine his archetypical profile in the fabula. This implies that among the four 
sub-types, one aligns with the shadow more efficiently than the others. Since the fourth 
one corresponds to the male incarnation of a force or a deity-like being, this sub-type 
becomes the most eligible one to parallel with the shadow. Ultimately, one concludes that 
Murnau’s vampire expresses itself as the shadow in the fabula and as the animus fourth 
sub-type in the story. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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Transition Period: The Emergence of the Heroine-Animus Dynamic   
Nine years after Murnau’s first cinematographic portrayal of the count, in 1931, Tod 
Browning decided to portray the vampire in a significant different fashion. As I pointed out 
at the beginning of the chapter, this is probably the source of inspiration for Dracula’s later 
stereotypical portrayals.  
 
At fabula level Browning’s version does not alter the main actantial structures significantly, 
remaining close to its cinematographic and literary predecessors. The vampire intends to 
establish in London, where he would attempt to expand his reign. In this sense, 
Browning’s vampire as actor resembles significantly to Orlok. Both pursue the same goal 
and function as the main embodiment of the shadow. Thus, ‘this Dracula’ can also be 
conceptualized as the counter-vector that pushes against the fabula’s subject. Although 
there is an important difference between the subjects of each film. While Ellen/Mina and 
Hutter/Harker are the actors that constitute Nosferatu’s subject (eh), the subject (hV) in 
Browning’s film is constituted by Harker (h) and Van Helsing (V). Moreover, in Browning’s 
version after the vampire’s annihilation, Harker (h) and Van Helsing (V) survive. Whereas 
in Murnau’s adaptation Ellen’s sacrifice (e-e) is necessary to assure the elimination of the 
vampire. Nonetheless, both films can be encoded in very similar actantial structures: 
 
 N:   eh    O (olk U O) _ eh U O (olk     O) _ (olk     e) h     O Murnau’s Nosferatu 
TBD: hV    O (dr U O) _ hV U O (dr     O)  _ (V     dr) hV     O Tod Browning’s Dracula  
           Phase.01               _        Phase.02          _        Phase.03 
 
By looking closely at both fabulas, we can see that their first two phases are almost 
identical. Both structures during phase.01, feature a conjunction between the subject and 
the object (peace), while the vampires (olk & dr) are in a disjunctive relation with the latter. 
Then in phase.02, the status of the object (O) inverts, hence the subject-object disjunction 
(eh/hV U O) and the vampires-object conjunction (olk/dr     O). However, in phase.03 we 
can notice significant differences. Even though both subjects end up in a conjunction with 
the object (h/hV    O); Murnau’s fabula dismisses one of the subject’s actors (Ellen: e), 
while Browning’s fabula maintains both: Harker (h) and Van Helsing (V). Moreover, in 
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'function' theoreti ally in one metalanguage or anoth r and that what passes off 
as a certai  though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for ow t  problem tic l status of function and leaving it out 
of vie , let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' ref rence to "logical fun tion" mirrors what I feel is  vague and 
hesi t c nception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, t  status of 'fu ction' as  th oretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensur t  senses of 'func-
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disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the functio  /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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Browning’s version Van Helsing (V) stakes Dracula (dr), this implies that the vampire is 
actively confronted, hence the arrow pointing from Van Helsing’s grapheme to Dracula’s: 
V     dr. Orlok (olk) instead, cannot be actively confronted, thus the arrow points from his 
grapheme to Ellen’s (e): olk     e. This difference is crucial and also expresses itself in the 
story layer.      
 
The fact that Dracula can be actively confronted and Orlok cannot, implies that the former 
does not embody the fourth sub-type of the animus. It is Van Helsing, a third sub-type 
indeed, the one who stakes him. Even at some point, the vampire attempts to exert mind 
control on Van Helsing and fails img.06, proving that his force of will can withstand 
Dracula’s powers. This would suggest that Browning’s vampire can only summon dark 
forces, rather than embodying them. Since Van Helsing is an example of the benign 
animus’ third sub-type, ‘this’ Dracula corresponds to his evil counterpart. Therefore, 
Browning’s vampire does not reach Orlok’s state (fourth sub-type) at story level. 
 
In fact, Dracula’s ‘humanity’ not only manifests itself in the story, but also at the very level 
of the signifier. His charisma and elegant manners make him socially skilful. We can 
notice this when he meets some of the main characters at the theatre img.07 or when he 
is invited to a dinner and exhibits very good manners among his hosts img.08. Even Lucy, 
in one conversation with Mina, acknowledges that Dracula is appealing to her. The 
vampire’s physical appearance harmonizes with all these traits, he is good-looking and is 
always fancily dressed. Thereby, this distances him even more from the fourth sub-type 
and moves him to the third sub-type.  
 
About fifty years later, John Badham released another cinematographic adaptation of 
Stoker’s novel. At first, it seems that this portrayal of the count does not differ significantly 
from Browning’s version. This vampire can also be described as a charismatic gentleman 
that wears elegant outfits. Furthermore, he is very skilful at socializing with others, 
appearing as a polite seductive gentleman img.09, to the degree that he can even 
hypnotize them. These traits profile Badham’s vampire as an example of the animus’ third 
sub-type, at the level of text and the story. 
	 34	
 
Nonetheless, there are relevant differences in the fabula. Even though Badham’s vampire 
functions similarly as actor, being the main embodiment of the shadow; his goals differ 
significantly from the portrayals that I have already discussed. This time, the count does 
not want to expand his vicious reign in London. Instead, he wants to return to Transylvania 
with a woman and make her his eternal bride. Dracula’s target thereof, alters the teleology 
of the fabula, establishing a specific dynamic between the vampire (dr) and Lucy (LY). 
Jonathan Harker (jh) is coincidentally her fiancé, hence the tension between him and the 
vampire: 
 
JBD: jh    LY (dr U LY) _ jh U LY (dr     ly) _ jh     ly (dr?) John Badham’s Dracula  
               Phase.01           _        Phase.02         _    Phase.03 
  
In phase.01 Harker (jh) and Lucy (LY) have a normal relationship as a couple, which is 
expressed by the conjunction between them (jh     LY). At that point, Dracula (dr) has 
already arrived in England due to a shipwreck, but he has not met Lucy yet, hence the 
disjunction between them (dr U LY). Then in phase.02, the vampire meets Lucy and puts 
her under a vampiric spell, which appears as if she were in love with him (dr      ly). During 
this phase, the relationship between Harker and Lucy is threatened by Dracula’s spell    
(jh U LY). In the final phase, Van Helsing and Harker are able to board the ship that is 
taking Dracula and Lucy back to Transylvania. Then Van Helsing and Harker confront the 
vampire, exposing him to sunlight which almost destroys him, but he manages to fly away 
(escape). Thus, Dracula’s grapheme is not only crossed out, but also followed by a 
question mark representing his ambiguous destruction (dr?). Moreover, Harker is able to 
get Lucy back, hence the conjunction between them (jh   ly).  
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from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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Since the desired object in this fabula is Lucy (LY) instead of a ‘peaceful state’, the 
comparison with the romance fabula (R) becomes worthwhile.    
  
R: h _ (H    l) _ L     H 
        (Jh U LY) dr     ly   Badham’s Dracula (Phase.02) 
 
It is particularly during phase.02 of Badham’s narrative, that we can notice some degree 
of resemblance between both fabulas. At that point, Lucy is under Dracula’s spell (dr     ly) 
generating a romantic dynamic between them. This dynamic resembles to the one 
between the romantic hero (h/H) and the lover (l/L), during phase.02 and 03 of the 
romantic fabula (R). Thereby, one could establish an analogy between the actors, in 
which the hero (h/H) correlates with Lucy (LY/ly) and the lover (l/L) correlates with Dracula 
(dr). In spite of the romantic interaction in both fabulas, there are substantial differences 
between them. Firstly, the romance (R) concludes with a conjunction between the hero 
and the lover (H    L), whereas the romantic interaction between Dracula and Lucy(dr     ly) 
comes to an end, at some point. But perhaps the most relevant difference relates to how 
the shadow functions in each fabula. While hero (h) and lover (l) integrate their shadows 
(h-H and l-L) in the romantic fabula (R), leading them to a conjunction (H   L). Dracula 
and Lucy, function differently; the vampire (dr) is the opponent and never integrates the 
shadow, he just embodies it. Moreover, Lucy (LY) is neither the romantic hero nor she 
integrates the shadow. In fact, the dark force possesses her (LY-ly) once she engages in 
romantic interaction with him (Dr      ly). It could be claimed that, even though both actantial 
structures express themselves as a romance; one features a ‘double’ integration of the 
shadow, whereas in the other, the shadow expands from the opponent (dr) to another 
actor (LY-ly).                 
                                                      
These two films evince the gradualness of Dracula’s archetypical transformation process, 
and somehow they function as a bridge between the two main case studies in this chapter. 
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tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of f nction and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating t o types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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Bram Stoker’s Dracula…or the Beauty and the Beast? 
It does not require a thorough analysis to realize that, Francis Ford Coppola’s adaptation 
differs significantly from the other ones discussed in this chapter. Already at the level of 
the signifier, is possible to notice those differences in the count’s portrayal. His somewhat 
stable stereotypical appearance featured by previous actors such as: Bela Lugosi, Frank 
Langella or Christopher Lee, is rethought and the cape together with the black suit is 
dismissed. Moreover, unlike the versions, in which the vampire always looks the same 
age, Coppola’s Dracula appears as a young knight, a decrepit eccentric man and as a 
half-monster creature. These variations suggest that he relates to multiple animus’ sub-
types. 
 
His ‘initial form’ corresponds to the knight from the late fifteenth century, when he was 
fighting the expansion of the Ottoman empire. Indeed, this is an allusion to Vlad Tepes, 
the historical character, who is never addressed in the previous adaptations. In this 
sequence we witness how he falls into darkness. Once his wife commits suicide, he 
furiously turns away from god img.10. At this point, Dracula could be related to the first 
sub-type of the animus, he is fully human and possesses prominent combat skills, but 
lacks self-control and temperance. One of the most relevant aspects of this phase, is the 
fact that he is a ‘benevolent’ character who becomes corrupted. This implies that, the 
audience could be prone to empathize or even identify with him. Probably, among the 
portrayals that have been discussed so far, only this one would have such character 
effect. Moreover, none of the previous portrayals can be related to the first sub-type of 
the animus, except for Dracula’s ‘initial form’ in this case study, who gathers traits 
associated with this specific sub-type. 
 
Afterwards, Jonathan Harker visits Dracula’s castle, now the vampire appears as a 
decrepit man wearing a luxurious tunic img.11. He behaves in an elegant and old fashioned 
way around his guest. Despite Dracula’s good manners, Harker is always suspicious 
about the count’s true nature. At this point, we could classify Dracula as a darkish third 
sub-type of the animus. 
	 37	
Once Dracula arrives in London, his appearance changes again. Now he looks like a 
rejuvenated gentleman img.12. Does this transformation alter his archetypical profile (sub-
type)? In order to answer this question, we need to look beyond the character’s physical 
appearance. Specifically, he has a well defined ‘agenda’ and also his powers have 
increased. Nevertheless, this makes difficult to determine the exact sub-type he is 
embodying. On the one hand, his powers have increased, making propitious the 
association with the third sub-type. On the other, he is a plan-performer and has 
recovered his youthful appearance, two traits that link him to the second sub-type. But 
since he is more powerful than his ‘senile form’, which already corresponds to the third 
sub-type, this latter might also be the best way to classify him at that point. The most 
relevant trait during this phase, is perhaps his latent humanity. As soon as he starts 
interacting with Mina, love and empathy start manifesting in him, leading to a romance 
between them. Thereby, the audience again might empathise and identify with the 
vampire, as it did with his initial human form (first sub-type). 
 
In addition, there are a few sequences that present the count as an anthropomorphic 
beast. He features this kind of appearance for the first time, when he preys on Lucy img.13 
and then later when he is about to turn Mina into a vampire img.14. These portrayals of 
Dracula are not included in any of the previous cinematographic versions, nor described 
in Stoker’s novel. Even though they do not necessarily relate to a particular sub-type of 
the animus, they are relevant to the discussion. Thus, I will address them more thoroughly 
later.  
 
“Coppola has paradoxically adapted the novel quite accurately, while changing the 
meaning of the story completely.”36 This alteration is the hallmark of Coppola’s adaptation 
and it even redefines the fabula’s teleology. Indeed, the ‘major’ event takes place at the 
beginning of the story: Elisabeta’s suicide. Once a fake letter hooked to an arrow reaches 
the castle, ‘explaining’ that Dracula, Elisabeta’s beloved one, has died in battle; she 
decides to commit suicide and throws herself from one of the castle’s windows img.15. 
Later the count comes back to find her dead as the result of deception, unleashing his 
fury. He roars at the priests by the castle’s altar and states that he renounces god. Finally, 
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he performs an ‘unholy sacrament’ and stabs the altar’s cross with his sword to drink the 
blood that pours out of it img.16, turning into a vampire. This event relates two actors: 
Dracula (DR) and Elisabeta/Mina (MI), in a unique way. In fact, none of the previous 
versions has established this kind of link between the vampire and a female character: 
 
MI    DR     mi U dr Phase.01  
 
This actantial structure shows a conjunctive relation between Dracula (DR) and 
Elizabeta/Mina (MI) representing their romantic bond. The arrow represents 
Elizabeta’s/Mina’s suicide, as the result of deceit. Thereof, the conjunction shifts to a 
disjunction, since they are no longer together. Moreover, both of them have been 
dominated by the shadow archetype, hence the shift in their graphemes (DR-dr and MI-
mi). The only difference with her, is that she dies as Elizabeta and reappears later as 
Mina, her death as Dracula’s wife is represented by the segmented underlining (mi). 
 
After this major event, the story seems to develop alongside Stoker’s fabula, until the 
count arrives in London and meets Mina. Thereafter, the pending issues between them 
reactivate (phase.02), specifically, in the form of a forbidden romance img.17. 
 
mi    dr (mi U jh) Phase.02 
 
The forbidden romance between Dracula and Mina is represented by the conjunction 
between them (mi     dr). Meanwhile, her fiancé, Jonathan Harker (jh) is ‘recovering’ at 
the hospital in Transylvania. The weakened bond between Mina and Harker is translated 
to a disjunction (mi U jh).  
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from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
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Later in phase.03, Mina (MI) travels to Transylvania, where she marries Harker (jh), this 
expresses itself as a conjunction between them (MI    jh) and a disjunction with the 
vampire (Mi U dr). Further, Mina goes through an important transformation; due to her 
romantic interaction with Dracula, she realises that she is the reincarnation of Dracula’s 
wife. This realisation could be regarded as Mina’s integration of the shadow, hence the 
transformation in her grapheme (mi-MI). Even though Mina marries Harker, her 
interaction with Dracula persists throughout the film, her drive towards him is only 
‘satisfied’ at the end of the story. 
 
MI    jh (MI U dr) Phase.03 
 
The following events do not differ significantly from the novel’s fabula. Van Helsing and 
his ‘team’ search Dracula’s coffins filled with dirt (which allow him to be abroad) and 
destroy them. Then they chase the vampire back to his castle in Transylvania. There they 
attempt to slay him, awakening Mina’s concern for the vampire. Indeed, she ends up 
guarding him into the castle after being pierced by a sword. Once inside, Dracula lies by 
the altar agonizing and Mina kisses him. Right after the kiss, ‘celestial’ light enters through 
the window, which turns the vampire into a human img.18. Finally, she kisses him one last 
time and beheads his corpse. 
 
(MI     dr) MI U DR Phase.04 
 
The first section of phase.04, in which the arrow points from Mina (MI) to Dracula (dr), 
corresponds to her love being manifested to him, which unravels the ‘supernatural’ 
transformation that takes place during this scene. As a result, Dracula integrates the 
shadow at the same time he is eliminated (dr-DR). Specifically, the integration of the 
shadow expresses itself as the light that transforms him into a human being again. 
Provided that Dracula dies (DR) at the end of the fabula, this disables the romantic bond 
between him and Mina, hence the concluding disjunction between them (MI U DR).  
 
 
THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want arlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
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Once we put the four phases together, we obtain the the fabula structure of Coppola’s 
adaptation (CD).  
 
CD: MI     DR     mi U dr _ mi    dr (mi U jh) _ MI     jh (MI U dr) _ (MI     dr)    MI U DR      
                  Phase.01              _        Phase.02          _        Phase.03          _         Phase.04            
 
R:  h _ (H      l) _ H    L 
Ph.01 _ Phase.02_ Phase.03 
 
At the beginning of the romance fabula (R: phase.01), the hero has not integrated the 
shadow yet, hence the small ‘h’. This phase could correlate with Coppola’s Dracula (CD) 
right after Mina/Elizabeta commits suicide during phase.01 (     mi U dr). The correlation 
is predicated on her suicide, which corresponds to the des-integration of her shadow, 
hence the grapheme ‘mi’ instead of MI. Then, if we look again at the romance (R), the 
hero performs an action before interacting with the lover (l), which is represented by the 
underscore between phases 01 and 02. As a result, the hero integrates the shadow (h-
H) and then engages in interaction with the lover (H     l), in phase.02. In Mina’s case, the 
actions that lead to the integration of her shadow (mi-MI), are the brief romantic 
encounters with Dracula (dr), allowing her to realize that she is Elizabeta’s reincarnation 
| mi     dr (mi U jh) _ MI |. There is a significant difference nonetheless, while the romantic 
hero engages in a romantic exchange once s/he has integrated the shadow (H     l); Mina 
(MI) and Dracula (dr) separate, and she marries Harker (jh) | phase.03: MI      jh (MI U dr) 
|. Finally, the romance fabula (R) concludes with a conjunction between the hero and the 
lover, in which the latter has integrated the shadow (H     L). Mina in phase.04 makes 
Dracula integrate his shadow, likewise the romantic hero | (MI    dr)     MI U DR |. 
Nevertheless, unlike the concluding conjunction in the romantic fabula (H     L), Coppola’s 
lovers end up separated. Furthermore, the narrative is arranged in such manner, that it is 
only when Dracula faces death, that he witnesses true love and integrates his shadow. 
Thus his death is a paradoxical event, since it allows him to integrate the shadow and at 
the same time it frustrates his romantic bond with Mina (MI U DR). In spite of the 
significant differences between both fabulas (CD and R); the teleology that relates Mina 
THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of oing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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and Dracula as actors in Coppola’s adaptation, is the same one that links the hero and 
the lover in the romantic fabula. Such teleological principle is romantic love. 
 
This adaptation of Stoker’s novel, is closely related to the Beauty and the Beast. Mina 
and Dracula as actors, perform a similar role to the Beauty and the Beast respectively. 
Indeed, this case study includes two scenes (img.13-14) in which Dracula’s physical 
appearance deviates from the vampire’s stereotypical portrayal and echoes a beast. 
Especially, when he is preying on Lucy, resembling significantly to the Beast img.19. These 
details prove that Coppola purposely diverges from Stoker’s novel.  
 
 
Orlok and Dracula… not even the names match 
After discussing Murnau’s and Coppola’s adaptation of Stoker’s novel, it becomes clear 
that they differ significantly. Nevertheless, it might be useful to mention their similarities 
before unpacking the concluding differences. At fabula level, both vampires embody the 
shadow, function as the main opponent and are ‘defeated’ by a heroine. Besides these 
broad similarities, differences are anything but trivial. 
 
Orlok in the story layer manifests himself only as the fourth sub-type of the animus, 
despite being a plan-maker, which would correspond to the second sub-type; he 
maintains a stable profile as character throughout the film. Moreover, in the fabula he 
remains as the main incarnation of the shadow and does not exhibit any signs of 
humanity. Unlike Murnau’s vampire, Coppola’s proves to be remarkably versatile. At story 
level, he features contrasted appearances throughout the film, ranging from a knight to a 
hairy beast-like creature. Even his association with the first and third sub-type, correlate 
with his human and vampiric nature respectively. Furthermore, in the fabula layer 
Coppola’s character too differs from Orlok. Despite being the primary embodiment of the 
shadow, at the end of the fabula, he integrates the shadow recovering his humanity. 
Murnau’s undead on the other hand, never goes through such transformation, he is 
erased completely by the rising sun.  
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The most relevant contrast between these case studies, is teleological in nature. While 
Ellen’s main drive, in Murnau’s adaptation is to lead the vampire to his own destruction; 
Mina’s/Elizabeta’s link to him is completely romantic. Thereof, the the heroine-animus 
dynamic in Murnau’s Nosferatu takes place at story level, being limited to the fact that 
Ellen is a female character (heroine) and Orlok is a male character (animus). This 
archetypical dynamic does not reach down to the fabula layer. In Coppola’s Dracula 
instead, the heroine-animus dynamic is rooted to the fabula, and determines how Mina 
and Dracula relate as actors. Their teleological function correlates with the romance’s (R) 
hero and lover respectively. Thereby, we can affirm that Coppola’s version is a hybrid 
between Stoker’s novel and the Beauty and the Beast, in which the heroine-animus 
dynamic is essential, whereas in Nosferatu: Eine Symphonie des Grauens such dynamic 
is superficial and almost anecdotic.   
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Chapter 3. Dracula’s late Archetypical Expansion: from Antihero to 
Decrepit Undead 
 
The majority of cinematographic adaptations have portrayed Stoker’s vampire as the 
main opponent, staying loyal to the former novel. Perhaps the most challenging alteration 
has been the exploration of the romantic/sexual tension between Dracula and a female 
character. Or in Jungian terms, the archetypical shift from mere shadow embodiment to 
the heroine-animus dynamic. Such archetypical ‘process’ has occurred chronologically to 
some extent, being Coppola’s adaptation one of its fine hallmarks. Nonetheless, these 
adaptations did not differ significantly from Stoker’s novel. Even Coppola’s version, which 
‘heretically’ merges its narrative with the fabula of the Beauty and the Beast, could be 
regarded as a loyal adaptation.   
 
There are other films however, that include this character and barely relate to the former 
novel or detach from it entirely. This can result in the rearrangement of Dracula’s 
archetypical profile, overcoming the heroine-animus dynamic and the ‘pure’ shadow 
embodiment. In this chapter I will focus on two of these examples, Dracula Untold and 
Shadow of the Vampire. Central to the chapter’s discussion are the shadow and hero 
archetypes. How do these latter influence the archetypical configuration of the vampire, 
in Dracula Untold and Shadow of the Vampire? 
 
 
Dracula Untold: The Overwhelming Shadow and the Antihero 
Gary Shore’s portrayal of the Transylvanian vampire goes back to the time when he was 
a warlord that governed the area, rather than alluding to Stoker’s late nineteenth century 
scenario.  
 
The storyline begins with Vlad living peacefully as Transylvania’s ruler, until the Turks 
arrive at his castle demanding a thousand children, in order to recruit them in the Turkish 
army. In exchange, the Turks would not invade Transylvania. But Vlad violently rejects 
the deal during a meeting, in which he was also supposed to hand over his son to the 
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Turkish lines img.20. Aware of the upcoming consequences, Vlad goes to the cave in the 
Broken Tooth Mountain, where an ancient vampire lives. Despite the danger, Vlad 
believes that the vampire’s dark powers are his last resort to confront the imminent 
invasion. The ancient vampire persuaded by Vlad’s motivations and combat skills, 
explains to Vlad the implications of becoming ‘like’ him. Herein, the most relevant piece 
of information, is that after drinking the vampire’s blood, he will acquire the vampire’s 
powers for a period of three days img.21. However, if Vlad satisfies the thirst for blood 
within that period, he will become a vampire for ever and the ancient one will be freed 
from this curse. But if he does not yield into the thirst, his humanity will be restored. 
Accepting these conditions, Vlad decides to drink some of the vampire’s blood and 
become a monster for three days, in order to stop the invasion. 
 
Consequently, Vlad obtains superpowers that make him almost an invincible rival, being 
capable of defeating a legion of men alone img.22. Despite these major martial 
advantages; he has to struggle with the thirst for blood, and regulate his behaviour 
towards his people including Mirena, his wife. In fact, she discovers quite rapidly Vlad’s 
inner struggle, but empathizes with him immediately. Whereas the Transylvanians react 
fearful and even try to kill him at first. 
 
The Turks have a well planned strategy for the final battle, they unfold a legion of men at 
the monastery’s feet where the Transylvanians shelter, in order to attract Vlad’s attention. 
The aim is that Vlad leaves the monastery, so a few soldiers can infiltrate it and kidnap 
his son. The newly vampire gets deceived, and once he is fighting in the valley realises 
that his wife and child are in danger. He flies back to the monastery, but arrives late. The 
Turks have already abducted the child and Mirena is just about to fall from one of the 
monastery’s walls. Even though, he flies down the cliff to catch her, he fails. At that 
moment, the sun is just about to rise and turn Vlad into a human again. Mirena agonizing 
encourages him to drink her blood, so he can restore his power and rescue their son. 
After drinking Mirena’s blood, he consolidates as a vampire and his powers increase even 
more. Enraged he defeats the remaining Turks, rescues his son and hands him over to a 
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monk, since he realises that, it is the safest choice for the child. Finally, he decides to 
expose himself to sunlight, resulting in his own annihilation img.23. 
Then the movie has a non-expected twist, in the final scene we see Vlad in a 
contemporary urban scenario, where he encounters a young woman remarkably similar 
to Mirena img.24. 
 
Already at story level, we can notice that Dracula’s portrayal in this narrative differs 
significantly from the case studies that have been previously discussed. Certainly, one of 
the features that triggers most of the differences, is Dracula’s position in the story layer. 
He is the protagonist; thus everything tends to gravitates around him. Vlad performs the 
most important actions, which determine the direction that the story takes, he is involved 
in the majority of interactions with other characters and no one is casted in the screen 
more frequently than him. These traits lead the audience’s attention towards this 
character and they rapidly identify him as the protagonist. As Bal sceptically points out, 
this is one of the hero’s hallmarks in the story layer. But within that range of traits, the 
character can still vary enormously. Thereby, Vlad needs to possess some other traits to 
qualify as a hero. In fact, at the beginning of the film they describe Vlad’s early life, 
explaining how he evolved as a warrior becoming very skilful and powerful. Moreover, 
they portray him as a benevolent man who cares for his family and community, to the 
extent that, he is willing to curse himself in order to save them. So far, his traits profile 
him as a hero.    
 
This characterisation of Dracula probably generates a character effect, which might differ 
drastically from the effect generated by previous case studies. For instance, Vlad could 
trigger an archetypal inflation, which would make the viewer perceive him as a hero, 
identifying with him. Most of the previously discussed characterizations instead, are prone 
to to generate a shadow projection, having the opposite effect on the viewer. The only 
other portrayal that aligns with Shore’s to some degree, is Coppola’s Dracula at the 
beginning of the film, when he has not turned into a vampire yet. Thus, the notion of 
character effect reinforces Vlad’s ‘heroic state’.  
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Nevertheless, if we recur to Forster’s duality between flat and round characters, we might 
find subtle deviations in Vlad’s profile, distancing him from the ‘heroic standards’. Almost 
during the entire film, Vlad seems to withstand the dark powers inhabiting him, since he 
proves to have enough willpower to avoid giving in to the thirst for blood. This portrays 
him as a flat heroic character. Despite such capacity, things do not go according to Vlad’s 
plan. His son is abducted and he is just about to return to his human form, while Mirena 
agonizes in his arms. The fact that he has to drain the life of his wife in order to restore 
his vampiric powers, infuriates him. So afterwards, when he confronts the remaining 
Ottoman soldiers, he shows no mercy to them. Even in his last duel, just before slaying 
Mehmed, Vlad exclaims that he is “Dracula, son of the devil.” The inclination to darkness 
that Vlad evinces in these scenes, emancipates him from being a mere flat hero, since it 
challenges this character-type as such. We could affirm therein, that he features a subtle 
degree of ‘dark roundness’. 
 
However, it seems that, Vlad is still considerably ‘heroic’ and not dark enough at the story 
level. But once we pay attention to the fabula, it is possible to understand his archetypical 
profile more thoroughly. The actantial structure that I named battle (B) in the first chapter, 
is especially useful in this case: 
 
B= h     O (op U O) _ h U O (op    O) _ DH     H _ (H      op) H    O 
    VL    O (tks U O) _VL U O (tks   O)_ av      vl _ (vl      tks) vl    O Dracula Untold   
           1st phase          _            2nd phase    _  3rd phase _        4th phase 
                                              
It seems that the battle (B) and Dracula Untold possess the exact same fabula structure. 
Both feature a desired object (O), which corresponds to a state. Whether it is in a 
conjunctive relation with the hero (h/H) or Vlad (VL/vl), it manifests itself as a state of 
peace and order. But if it is in conjunction with the opponent (op) or the Turks (tks), it will 
manifest itself as chaos and problems. So when we look at the first phase of both 
structures, we see a conjunction between the hero and the object (h     O), which 
correlates with the one between Vlad and his reign in peace (VL    O). Simultaneously, 
there is a disjunction between the opponent and the object (op U O), hence the correlation 
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'function' theoretically i  one metalanguage or another and th t what passe  off 
as a certain hough misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of v ew, let us consider closely wh t is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this s age of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
defi ition of e function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Take as a sem ntic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: d juncti n a d conjunction. This opposition leads to 
f rmul ing two types of én ncés of state:
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the functio  /disjunctio / and  is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction a d conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
f representing the doing or action is 
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THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Grei as' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are ade to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobri té et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of th  definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I m giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and tti ude conveyed here ar  behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' heoretically in one m talanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provis onal. 
Disr gard ng or now the problematic l status of function and leaving it out 
of view, l t us consider close y what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the c antial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
defin tion of the function in comb nati n with two actants, the subject and 
obje t. Let us look first into the éno cés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a s mantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Gr imas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant co ception in Greimas' works. 
On the w ole, the status of 'functi n' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et l  rigueur logique de la définiti n ne font que masque  le caractère 
intuitif des décisio s que le descripteur ser  amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
t e and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts o situate the 
'func io ' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and t at what passes off 
as a certain th ugh misleading d gma s actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé f doing t subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesita t co ception in Greimas' works. 
On t e whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring an  embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We f und this ambiguity operating in he verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptu l/theoretical inconsistency wit in one and the same article 
and betwe n different public tions sp nning a decad  leads us to conclude, to 
q ote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive c aracter of decisions which th  describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude co veyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provis al. 
Di regarding for n w he problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us co sider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the fun tion i  combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of s ate: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conju ctive st t  Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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with the Turks’ potential-unfulfilled demands (tks U O). Then in the second phase things 
invert, the hero is in a disjunctive relation with the object (h U O), whereas the opponent 
is in a conjunction (op     O). This analogous to the imminent invasion that Vlad is about 
to face, which will disrupt Transylvania’s peace (VL U O) with the arrival of the Turkish 
army (tks     O). Phase.03 relates to an actor that influences how the subject (h or VL in 
this case) transforms with regards to the shadow. In the battle fabula (B), an actor which 
I chose to call divine helper (DH), influences the hero (h) in such manner, that s/he can 
integrate his/her shadow  (DH    H). This case study features an analogous interaction 
between Vlad and the ancient vampire (av      vl). In the same way the hero becomes 
eligible to confront the opponent after interacting with the divine helper, Vlad receives the 
ancient vampire’s powers, which enable him to confront the Turks. In the concluding 
phase, the hero defeats the opponent (H     op), equivalent to Vlad’s victory over the 
Turkish soldiers  (vl      tks). Finally, both, the hero and Vlad, end up in a conjunction with 
their respective objects. 
 
Nonetheless once we pay attention more closely, it becomes evident that both actiantial 
structures are not identical. There is a fundamental difference in the manner the shadow 
operates in each structure. Such distinction relates to how this archetype affects the 
subjects of each fabula. On the one hand, the hero does not have an integrated shadow, 
during the first two phases of the battle fabula (B); hence the ‘h’ instead of the ‘H’. On the 
other, Vlad has an integrated shadow during those phases, featuring the grapheme: ‘VL’ 
instead of ‘vl’. Then in phase.03, we observe that while the hero integrates the shadow 
(h-H), Vlad undergoes the opposite process (VL-vl). What seems suspicious thereof, is 
that Vlad defeats his enemies with a non-integrated shadow (vl     tks). This would 
contradict the hero’s conventional archetypical process; since it is only once s/he has 
integrated the shadow (h-H), that s/he becomes eligible to succeed in the final battle. How 
is such contradiction even possible? The ancient vampire (av) is the answer to this 
question. He functions similarly to what I called the divine helper (DH), both actors play a 
crucial role in the subject’s transformation regarding the shadow (h and VL respectively). 
Unlike the divine helper, whose wisdom or erudition propitiates the integration of the 
shadow (h-H); the ancient vampire transfers his curse to Vlad. In Jungian terminology, 
THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/the retical inconsistency within one a d the same article 
and between different p blications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor f the defini i n essenti lly do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will e led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Grei as, it is not by ccident. I think that the 
tone and attitude c veyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another nd that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading ogma is actually a search—sug estiv  and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what i  the new typology of elementary én cés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of he func ion in combination with two acta ts, the subject and 
object. Let us look f rst int the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken a  a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjun tion and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés f state: 
disju ctive state F isj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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Vlad had integrated his own shadow already (VL instead of vl), nonetheless, this is not 
enough to accomplish his mission. It is once he receives the ancient vampire’s shadow 
(VL-vl), that he becomes powerful enough to succeed in battle. However, he is unable to 
integrate this ‘new shadow’, aware of its threatening potential, Vlad attempts to immolate 
himself under the sun. Therefore, it is at fabula level that Vlad detaches from the ‘heroic 
standards’.   
 
In this sense, we can conclude that the manner in which the shadow influences Vlad as 
an actor, ultimately renders him as an antihero. He features most of the ‘heroic traits’ at 
story level, he even performs the same functions as the hero in the battle fabula (B). But 
instead of integrating the shadow to accomplish his mission, he must curse himself to 
succeed.  
 
 
Shadow of the Vampire: From the Terrifying Fourth Sub-Type to the Funny 
Trickster 
This film is a mockumentary-docudrama, which portrays the filming of Murnau’s 
Nosferatu: Eine Symphonie des Grauens. But this is not a mere re-enactment that shows 
Murnau’s crew at different locations shooting footage for the film. Murnau intends to make 
the most realistic vampire film, so Max Schreck who is a ‘real’ vampire, will personify 
count Orlok. In exchange for the vampire’s acting performance, Murnau will let him prey 
on Greta Schröder; the actress that plays Ellen Hutter, who is coincidentally Orlok’s main 
victim. As one could expect, Shreck is encouraged to wait until the final scene, before he 
can drink Schröder’s blood. However, the ‘vampire actor’ proves to be remarkably 
impatient, causing persistent trouble during the filming sessions. He even preys on some 
members of Murnau’s crew, but this director is willing to make the film at any cost. The 
relationship between them thereby, is a constant struggle characterised by mutual 
frustration and disagreement. 
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This film unlike the previous case studies, seems to lack a hero. There is no character in 
particular, who features the psychological traits that have been previously described as 
heroic. Perhaps the only character that approximates to this description is, W. F. Murnau, 
since the story layer tends to highlight him as one of the main characters. He performs 
the most relevant actions in the narrative and is also engaged in the majority of 
interactions with other characters. Nonetheless, he undoubtedly deviates from the hero’s 
profile. He lacks moral integrity, which manifests itself in his willingness to risk the safety 
of his crew. Moreover, he is engaged in the production of a film, rather than a battle, a 
journey or some other enterprise, that is usually associated to heroic characters. In a few 
words, he is just a Machiavellian film director, who happens to be one of the protagonists 
in this narrative. 
 
Besides the hero’s absence in this film, Schreck’s villainous profile is also debatable. 
Indeed, it is difficult to distinguish whether Murnau or Schreck is more malevolent. But 
rather than struggling to make this distinction between them, it is more relevant to 
understand Schreck’s profile as character. Since he is a ‘real’ vampire, he has already 
lived for an extensive length of time and possesses some supernatural powers. These 
traits would render him as the third sub-type of the animus. Nonetheless, he features 
some other traits that undermine such association. It seems that after centuries of 
experience, Schreck’s manners and social skills have become obsolete, instead of 
improving. His acting performance exposes this scarcity, besides looking very forced and 
unprofessional, he can barely follow Murnau’s directions and make sense of the context 
he is in img.25. In addition, he often reacts in a childish irritable manner towards Murnau. 
Succinctly, Schreck can be described as a clueless clumsy old man, who has lived for 
several centuries. Thus, he clearly lacks the wisdom/erudition that characterizes the third 
sub-type of the animus. 
 
Given that the classification of Schreck as an embodiment of the third sub-type is unlikely, 
the fourth sub-type should be dismissed too. It is ironic that a character who resembles 
to Orlok img.26 and even possesses some of his vampiric traits, seems to be so far from 
featuring the same archetypical profile. This is due to the humoristic nature of the film, 
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which ends up generating an irreconcilable distance between Schreck and Orlok 
archetypically speaking. Hence the impossibility of associating Schreck with the animus’ 
third or fourth sub-type. Moreover, the two sub-types left do not seem to match with this 
‘vampire actor’ either. On the one hand, he does not have the corporeality nor the physical 
qualities to fit in the first sub-type. On the other, his poor social skills and self awareness 
vanish the possible link with the second sub-type. So far, Schreck’s classification as an 
incarnation of the animus, is enabled exclusively by the fact that he is a male character. 
 
Is there any other archetype that can frame with Schreck’s profile? Provided that Murnau 
and Schreck feature some degree of malevolence, we rather pay attention to the shadow 
archetype. Malevolence corresponds to its manifestation as a psychological trait, 
expressing itself at story level. In the case of Schreck, it manifests itself through his 
willingness to prey on Murnau’s crew, showing no remorse in doing so, not even when 
Murnau rebukes him about it. The shadow however, does not define his archetypical 
profile entirely and leaves some of his psychological traits aside. 
 
Once we pay attention to the fact that, Schreck has some ‘vampiric’ powers such as: 
immunity to bullets, the capacity to sicken people and alter the functioning of technological 
devices, along with being a clumsy and capricious creature; we realise that he matches 
what Paul Radin calls Trickster. This corresponds to the first phase of the hero archetype, 
in which s/he exhibits superhuman capacities, but at the same time s/he is immature and 
lacks the sense of responsibility. Thereof, the trickster evades his/her duty and plays 
around enjoying his/her powers.37 Even though Schreck is not exactly a trickster evading 
his heroic mission, he behaves alongside this archetype. He has been chosen to 
personify a vampire because he is a real one, but at the same time he proves to be very 
stubborn towards this responsibility, hence the analogy with the trickster. The major 
difference is that he uses his powers to damage innocent subjects, specifically Murnau’s 
crew. Schreck’s profile as character, leads to conclude that he embodies a villainous 
trickster in the story layer. 
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The fabula of E. Elias Merhige film does not resemble to any of the actantial structures 
that were previously discussed. Nevertheless, the comparison with Nosferatu: Eine 
Symphonie des Grauens is worthwhile, since it exposes more thoroughly how Merhige’s 
metafilm addresses its source of inspiration. Furthermore, the comparison can provide 
deeper understanding of Schreck as an actor and clarify the differences between him and 
Orlok. The fabula of Shadow of the Vampire (SoV) would adopt the following structure: 
 
mu     gs (mu U f)  sch    f (sch U gs) _ mu U gs (mu   f) sch U f (sch     gs)     SoV fabula   
                                                                                                                           olk      e   
                            Initial phase                  _                        Final phase 
 
This actantial structure illustrates the exchange between Murnau (mu) and Schreck (sch) 
and it is organized in two phases. The initial phase shows the state of the actors before 
the exchange, Murnau appears in a conjunctive relation (mu    gs) with the actress Greta 
Schröder (gs), because he determines when Schreck (sch) is allowed to possess her. At 
the same time, Murnau is in a disjunctive relation (mu U f) with the film footage (f), since 
he depends on Schreck to generate it. During this phase, we can notice that Schreck 
relates to these actors in the opposite way. He (sch) appears in a conjunctive relation with 
the film footage (sch    f), since his acting performance determines its existence. 
Moreover, he is in a disjunctive relation with Greta Schröder (sch U gs), because he is 
not allowed to possess her until the end of the shooting. The shift from the initial phase 
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the footage for his film (mu      f), implying that the vampire has preyed on Schröder, hence 
the disjunction between Murnau and the actress (mu U gs). Schreck on the other hand, 
has acted as count Orlok, making possible the existence of the footage (sch U f) and in 
return he has been allowed to prey on Schröder (sch     gs). Besides the inversion that 
takes place from the initial to the final phase, two actors are eliminated: Greta Schröder 
(gs-gs) and Max Schreck (sch-sch). Thus, their graphemes have been crossed out. 
Schröder’s elimination/death is obviously due to Schreck’s ‘realistic’ performance in the 
THE SUBJECT-OBJECT RELATION IN ACTANTIAL GRAMMAR 91 
from Greimas' reference to "logical function" mirrors what I feel is a vague and 
hesitant conception in Greimas' works. 
On the whole, the status of 'function' as a theoretical construct is ambiguous 
and confusingly ill-defined. Incompatible and incommensurate senses of 'func-
tion' are made to merge with glaring and embarrassing inconsistency or with 
fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
pervasive conceptual/theoretical inconsistency within one and the same article 
and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
la sobriété et la rigueur logique de la définition ne font que masquer le caractère 
intuitif des décisions que le descripteur sera amené à prendre à cette étape de 
l'analyse. 
(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
definition of the function in combination with two actants, the subject and 
object. Let us look first into the énoncés of state based on the equation of 
function as junction. Taken as a semantic category, junction is articulated into 
two contrary semes: disjunction and conjunction. This opposition leads to 
formulating two types of énoncés of state: 
disjunctive state Fdisj (S U O) 
conjunctive state Fconj (S   O) 
where U is the function /disjunction/ and   is the function /conjunction/. 
In an énoncé of doing the subject operates the "passage" which is located 
between the states of disjunction and conjunction (1973:20). The informal way 
of representing the doing or action is 
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fuzziness. We found this ambiguity operating in the verb to want earlier. This 
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and between different publications spanning a decade leads us to conclude, to 
quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
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(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
provisional. 
Disregarding for now the problematical status of function and leaving it out 
of view, let us consider closely what is the new typology of elementary énoncés 
at this stage of the actantial grammar—the typology which results from a re-
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(the logical soberness and rigor of the definition essentially do nothing but mask the 
intuitive character of decisions which the describor will be led to take at this stage 
of the analysis.) (Greimas, 1966:143) 
If I am giving the word back to Greimas, it is not by accident. I think that the 
tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage r another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
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quote Greimas himself, when talking of the notion of 'corpus' that 
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tone and attitude conveyed here are behind Greimas' efforts to situate the 
'function' theoretically in one metalanguage or another and that what passes off 
as a certain though misleading dogma is actually a search—suggestive and 
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final scene img.27. Likewise, Schreck is ‘realistically’ annihilated in this scene by the 
sunlight img.28. Thereby, Murnau’s desire is fulfilled, he has made the most ‘realistic’ 
vampire film. 
  
Nonetheless, the issue that needs to be addressed, is the state of the shadow at fabula 
level. One of the commonalities between Shadow of the Vampire and Nosferatu: Eine 
Symphonie des Grauens, is the fact that in both films, the vampire disintegrates towards 
the sunlight and Greta Schröder performs as a decoy in the same way Ellen Hutter does. 
This similarity expresses itself through actantial language as the lines that cross out the 
vampires’ graphemes (sch and olk) and their respective decoys’ graphemes (gs and e). 
However, the shadow behaves considerably different in these two fabulas. Orlok is a clear 
example of an actor that embodies the shadow, he is driven by the force that pushes 
against the subject/hero. Schreck instead, engages in an exchange with Murnau. 
Moreover, it is unclear which of these two actors is more ‘shaded’. On the one hand, 
Schreck is a vampire that wants to prey on humans. On the other, Murnau is willing to 
expose his crew to such danger in order to film the footage. The shadow thereby, is 
distributed in a balanced manner in Shadow of the Vampire, hence its fabula as an 
exchange between two shaded actors. Whereas, in Nosferatu it behaves as a dark 
opposing vector and inhabits only one actor. 
 
Ultimately, we can describe Merhige’s Max Schreck as a shaded trickster, who plays a 
mild villainous role in the narrative. Perhaps, we could say that softening Murnau’s Orlok, 
results in Merhige’s Schreck. 
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Sharp versus Blurry  
The hero archetype is present only in one of these case studies; thus, we can notice the 
effect of its presence and absence. Dracula Untold renders the vampire as a heroic 
character, who is prone to awaken empathy in the viewer, and this latter might even 
identify with him. His ‘heroism’ at the same time ends up defining the villainous characters 
as such. This sharp contrast at story level, correlates with the opposing forces that hold 
the fabula together. Specifically, the actors that embody such forces, correlate with well 
defined characters. One of the most remarkable effects of the hero archetype, is how it 
frames Vlad as a highly virtuous character, despite being cursed and having slayed 
legions of soldiers. Shadow of the Vampire unlike Shore’s film, lacks a hero, having the 
opposite effect. It is unclear who are the benevolent characters and who are the 
malevolent ones, hereafter, we cannot distinguish protagonist from antagonist. Instead, 
we witness two main characters, Murnau and Schreck, who engage in an unethical 
negotiation. This heroic absence also affects the fabula. It transforms the confrontation 
between subject/hero and opponent, into an exchange of desired objects between the 
two main actors. Therefore, one can notice that the presence of the hero archetype in the 
former film, evinces the characters’ and actors’ role. Whereas its absence in the latter 
film, hinders the distinction of such roles. 
 
The Jungian shadow functions very differently in each film. In Vlad’s case, the shadow 
detaches him from the conventional heroic profile, rendering him as an antihero. This 
hallmark stands out in the fabula, rather than in the story. Since he submits to the shadow, 
instead of integrating it; he defeats his opponents, while being cursed by it. This is indeed, 
the reason why Vlad can be categorized as antihero. On the other hand, Shadow of the 
Vampire ‘distributes’ this archetype in a balanced manner between the main characters. 
Since it is not possible to determine whether Schreck or Murnau is more ‘shaded’, it is 
possible to affirm that the shadow expresses itself in a balanced manner in the narrative. 
The balanced distribution of this archetype, undermines the identification of a hero and a 
villain in the narrative. Finally, it is possible to affirm that while the Jungian shadow allows 
to distinguish the role of the characters in Dracula Untold; it undermines this distinction in 
Shadow of the Vampire. 
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Conclusion 
After discussing the case studies, the narratological coordinates of the key archetypes 
became clear, evincing which of them play a more significant role defining Dracula’s 
archetypical profile. The shadow proved to be strongly rooted to the base of the 
narratives: the fabula. Across all the case studies, the shadow operates at this 
narratological level and expands to the story and the text. The animus on the other hand, 
is located in the story layer and appears as a range of traits that partially render Dracula. 
Finally, the hero archetype depends on the story and fabula to consolidate as such. This 
already indicates that the shadow affects Dracula’s core narratively speaking, specifically, 
this archetype determines how he functions as actor at fabula level. Whereas the animus 
and the hero affect his state in the story, hence a more superficial effect. The hero plays 
an important role exclusively in one of the case studies and does not participate 
significantly in the rest of them.  
 
These three archetypes do not have a unique effect on Dracula. The shadow however, 
influences the character in a more constrained manner. Most of the time, the shadow 
renders Dracula as the evil opponent who needs to be annihilated. Thus, this archetype 
determines the vampire’s teleological function in the fabula: he becomes the actor that 
strives against the subject/hero. There are only two case studies, in which the shadow 
has a different effect. On the one hand, there is Coppola’s version, which casts a romantic 
fabula, altering Dracula’s teleological function as actor. He is not a mere opponent that 
needs to be eliminated, but also the lover who integrates his shadow as the result of 
romantic interaction. On the other, Gary Shore’s allusion to historical Vlad Tepes, 
redefines Dracula’s teleology entirely. He is no longer the opponent meant to be defeated, 
but the subject/hero who defeats the former. In this case study, the shadow defines Vlad 
as an antihero, who cannot integrate the shadow but is cursed by it. Overall, this 
archetype affects Dracula’s profile in every case study, manifesting itself through the 
vampire as a force that pushes against the subject/hero, even when the vampire himself 
plays the heroic role. 
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Unlike the shadow, the animus manifests itself in a very versatile manner across the 
chosen case studies. Thereof, we notice that Dracula incarnates the four variations of this 
archetype, ranging from the ‘corporality’ of the first sub-type to the deity-like state of the 
fourth one. Nonetheless, this character persistently embodies the third sub-type. This 
evinces that, there is a tendency to conceive Dracula as a malign shamanic character 
that invokes dark forces as his main means of agency. There are also a couple of 
deviations among the case studies. Specifically, Coppola’s portrayal of the vampire as a 
knight corresponds to the first sub-type of the animus. Moreover, Dracula Untold portrays 
the vampire as a dark heroic character, and Murnau’s vampire ‘exceeds’ the third sub-
type of the animus. Dracula’s ‘versatility’ with regards to the animus and the hero, 
suggests that he is not intimately related to these two archetypes, since we can identify 
him as such, regardless of these archetypical variations. 
 
The shadow plays an ontological role in Dracula’s archetypical profile, whether he is the 
opponent, the lover or the hero in the narrative. He is inevitably related to this archetype, 
which determines his teleological function at fabula level and darkens his psychological 
profile as character. The animus instead, operates at the level of the story. Therein, the 
animus’ proclivity to vary with respect to Dracula, proves that it does not play an essential 
role defining his archetypical profile. Indeed, we can even replace the animus with the 
hero archetype and Dracula still holds together as character. Ultimately, the Jungian 
shadow is the corner stone of Dracula’s archetypical profile. 
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